Presently, in the modern laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) the distribution of blood perfusion and its changes along the Doppler shift frequencies are simply ignored and/or not properly addressed. Utilizing the registered power spectrum of photocurrent, we introduce an LDF signal processing approach suitable for expanding of diagnostic capabilities of the technique. In particular, we demonstrate that it is possible to determine how the oscillations of blood flow (cardiac, breathe, myogenic, etc.) are distributed along the Doppler shift frequency. Wavelet analysis is utilized to extract the oscillations corresponded to the particular frequency sub-bands of blood perfusion. The main purpose of this study is to identify influence of local pressure by fiber optic probe on cardiac oscillations and their distribution along frequency of Doppler shift.
INTRODUCTION
The study of microcirculation by laser Doppler flowmetry is often used in diagnostics, clinical practice and research. 1, 2 This technique is relatively simple and non-invasive. In addition, it can be done by a wearable device like a smartwatch. 3 The principle of LDF is registration of back-scattered photons from moving ensembles of red blood cells in the skin. 4 The measured parameter in this technology is blood perfusion. According to classical research in this field, 5 blood perfusion is proportional the mean concentration and velocity of red blood cells in diagnostic volume. The diagnostic significance of this parameter is associated with blood flow oscillations 6 (cardiac, breathe, myogenic, neurogenic and endothelial) and mean level of blood perfusion. A wide range of diseases affects the functionality and structure of microvascular bed. The averaging of the Dopplerbroadening spectrum obtained by conventional laser Doppler flowmetry (cLDF) occurs with loss information about signal distribution. Whereas, saving and integration over the frequency sub-bands can provide details about contribution of these sub-bands in the overall signal. Moreover, it is possible to implement wavelet analysis for receiving the information about oscillation amplitude in every Doppler shift frequency sub-bands. Local pressure from optical probe was chosen as an affecting factor. The various levels of pressure exerted on the microvascular bed had influence on the localisation of blood flow oscillation in frequency sub-bands of Doppler shift. In this study, we analysed the distribution of cardiac oscillations depending on local pressure in group of healthy volunteers.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
Eight healthy volunteers were involved in our study. Special 3d-printed tooling and set of 30 g weights were used for various level of local pressure modelling. All experiments were divided into 6 stages: 0 (1 stage), 30 (2 stage), 90 (3 stage), 150 (4 stage), 210 (5 stage), 30 (6 stage) mm Hg. Duration of every stage was 10 minutes. Registration of blood perfusion was performed with self-developed LDF device that consists 1064 nm one-mode laser, two photodiodes, AC-DC amplification board and data acquisition board NI USB-6211. Signal processing, data storage and control of the device was carried out on PC with LabVIEW-designed special application. Sampling rate of signal was 50 kS/s. Sampling rate of perfusion measurement was 20 S/s. Power spectrum was processed and saved from 0 to 12800 Hz. Every spectrum sequence was divided in sub-bands with 200 Hz step (0-200, 200 400 Hz, etc). After that, blood perfusion was calculated according to following equation:
where S(f ) -Doppler shift amplitude of power spectrum on frequency f ; f 1 , f 2 -limits of the integration over frequencies of the registered spectrum. 5 Morlet core function was used for wavelet analysis of received set of blood perfusion records:
where a = 1. Result of signal processing 7 can be showed as waterfall figure (Fig. 1 ) . 
EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of eight processed experiments with distribution of cardiac oscillation respectively frequency of Doppler shift are shown at Fig. 2 . In the normal case, large number of Doppler shift sub-bands are modulated by heart with significant amplitude value. However, pressure at the stage 2 (30 mm Hg) and the stage 3 (90 mm Hg) provoked further broadening of cardiac oscillation maximum along Doppler shift frequencies. Increasing of pressure (at stages 4 and 5) led to following redistribution of cardiac oscillation amplitude in sub-bands between 200 and 800 Hz and decreasing in other sub-bands. At the stage 6 (30 mm Hg), returning the maximum of cardiac oscillations to other sub-bands is showed due relaxation of compressed vessels. Phenomenon of oscillation amplitude increasing during stage 2 and stage 3 may be connected with immersing of the probe into the tissue. In this case, diagnostic volume should increase without clamping the arterioles. Thus, additional quantity of oscillating vessels should involved in pulse signal formation. A high amplitude level in Doppler shift frequency sub-bands more than 1000 Hz during stage 3 may be associated with blood flow in deeper arterioles than it is reached during basal measurements (stage 1). As it shown on Fig. 2d and Fig. 2f , shape of the graphs during stages 4 and 5 has a sharp maximum at low-frequency sub-bands compared with stages 1,2,3 and 6. As for highfrequency sub-bands, there are low amplitude during stages 4 and 5 at frequencies more than 2000 Hz compared with other stages. Lack of amplitudes at this sub-bands during high level of pressure hypothetically occurred due to clamping of capillaries and arterioles. 8 At the other hand, shear stress in capillaries and small arterioles and venules cause changes on red blood cells aggregation ability that can also affect on laser Doppler spectrum distribution. 9 The amplitude value growth during stages 4 and 5 at low-frequency sub-bands is associated with the fact that more blood vessels become involved only in cardiac oscillations because of high pressure influence on other oscillations. 10
CONCLUSIONS
The study of the Doppler shift frequency distribution of blood perfusion is an interesting and relatively unexplored area as well as the contribution of each Doppler shift frequency band to the microcirculation oscillations. Understanding these processes can shed light on why microcirculation systems make the greatest contribution to the overall perfusion and amplitude of microcirculatory oscillations.
